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n German cops
had five-year wire
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secret meetings
with head of biker
gangs in Spain
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‘BIRD’ ON
n Secret German police files
reveal five-year undercover
operation into ‘The Penguin’
Mitchell’s cyber crime gang
GEORGE ‘the Penguin’
Mitchell’s massive global
criminal empire is exposed
in today’s Sunday World
as we publish secret files
from a five-year ‘wire-tap’
operation carried out by
German cops.

The explosive files show how
German police forces tapped
16 of Mitchell’s phones as part
of an extensive investigation
into a ‘cyber crime’ bunker
controlled by the veteran Dublin mobster.

They reveal how Mitchell was
linked to major cocaine seizures
in Spain – as well as listing his extensive criminal contacts with the
Colombian Cartels and Europe’s
biker gangs.

Mitchell is named as the number
one target in the massive undercover
investigation and officers believe he
was the boss of a cyber-crime gang
working out of the former cold war
bunker in the heart of the Mosel
Valley, which was raided last year
by 650 German police officers.
They files reveal how Mitchell:
l Dealt directly with Colombian
cartels and imported tonnes of cocaine into Europe;
l Held a secret summit with the
head of Europe’s feared Bandido
biker gang in Majorca;
l Was the controlling owner of
the massive cyber-crime bunker in
Germany.

THE PENGUIN

EXCLUSIVE
BY NICOLA TALLANT

CRIME JOURNALIST OF THE YEAR

l Was paranoid and spoke in code,
referring to ‘oranges’ on the phone.
They also claim he may have been
involved in a Kinahan cartel murder
in 2014 and had a role in the feud
between the mob and the Hutch
gang, although garda sources claim
he has stayed firmly neutral.
The wiretaps and covert surveillance placed on Mitchell from 2015
detail how he met with the head
of the ‘Bandidos’ biker gang and a
leading figure in the Hells Angels in
Germany in a bid to flog encrypted
phones to the gang, along with an
app that would keep their activities
under the radar.

EXPENSIVE
Sources say the business was The
Penguin’s retirement dream and
offered him a way into unregulated
but legitimate business while using
his vast criminal contacts to attract
customers.
He planned to sell the expensive
€1,200-a-unit Blackberry phones –
coupled with a €3,000 secure app for
communications – with an annual
service fee of up to €50k, which guaranteed customers they would not be
bothered by the authorities.
The system, developed in Warsaw
in Poland, came with a ‘panic button’
so customers could delete all data in
an ‘emergency’.
The files show that phones were
shipped to customers in Bogota and

Medellin, home of the notorious
Colombian drug cartel once headed
by Pablo Escobar. Business from
the bunker was also provided for
criminal gangs in the Philippines,
North Africa, Dubai, Canada, Belgium, the Netherlands, Poland and
Scandinavia.
The five-year investigation by
Rhineland police culminated in a
spectacular raid last September
which saw swarms of armed officers
surround the bunker and seize control of it. The Penguin’s business
partner, Herman Xennt, was among
more than 10 people arrested — but
Mitchell was long gone.
The top target of the pricey probe
was not among those nabbed, nor
will he be prosecuted having disappeared off police radar and sailed
into the sunset.
In a mark of the resilience of the
veteran godfather, Mitchell went
to ground after becoming paranoid
about a ‘rat’ in the bunker and had
fallen out with Xennt, the self-professed lord of the darknet, in a
dispute over money.
His legendary ability to remain
one step ahead of the law means he
won’t be prosecuted alongside his
alleged accomplices, who are facing
a massive trial in the coming months.
The files give a major insight into
the world of the reclusive godfather,
who remained in hiding for almost
two decades before the Sunday World
tracked him down to the sleepy wine
region of Traben-Trarbach, where
Xennt bought the former cold war
bunker in 2014 and registered it as
a ‘data centre’.
The dossier details how Mitchell
and Xennt, who was with The Penguin when we photographed him five
years ago, were in constant contact
as the bunker began operating as
a major secure location for servers
of darknet businesses – including
online drug dealing, money laundering and encrypted communication
systems used by criminals.
Among the secretive businesses discovered was a money transfer facility
which avoided criminal laundering
enquiries.
In one payment alone, almost
€200,000 was processed to a man
living in the Molenbeek area of
Brussels — a hub for radical Islamic
terrorism and where the plot for
the Parisian Bataclan attack was
hatched.
At one point during the probe,
prosecutors applied to have 16 of
Mitchell’s phones tapped — but
despite the huge volume of time and
resources put into the operation,
police were hampered by the secret
language and codewords used by The
Penguin, developed over years at the
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‘GODFATHER’ EVADES CAPTURE AGAIN

N A WIRE...
ONTHERUN
DISAPPEARED:
We tracked down
George ‘The
Penguin’ Mitchell
in Germany

n Cops listened in on SIXTEEN
of his phones as Irish mobster
set up deals with biker gangs
and Colombian drug cartels

HIDEOUT
OPERATION: Nicola followas behind
mastermind Mitchell and pal Herman
highest echelons of organised crime.
In applications to the courts to
allow the surveillance, details of
Mitchell’s criminal empire were
laid out. In 2014, he was suspected
of smuggling 10kg of cocaine and
Glock weapons from Holland to
Northern Ireland.
He is said to have been involved
in heroin trading in Holland and details of his son-in-law Derek ‘Maradona’ Dunne’s murder in Amsterdam
in 2000 are given.
Files allege that he shipped cocaine from North Africa via Spain or
Portugal to Holland in containers of
oranges. The quantities are detailed
as up to three tonnes a time.
In November 2016, he is cited as
being behind a 283kg cocaine seizure in Brazil headed for Europe. It is
further alleged that Spanish police
in Marbella are investigating him
for money laundering.
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EXPERTS

Throughout the course of the
investigation into activities in the
bunker, files say that Mitchell is ‘hierarchically’ above others, including
Xennt, who is facing a court trial for
his role in Traben-Trarbach.
According to the German paper
Der Spiegel: “The Cyberbunker
investigation is a cooperation among
numerous government agencies,
including the Federal Criminal
Police Office (BKA) and two state
counterparts, numerous public pros-

ecutors and investigative courts,
along with a myriad of experts and
undercover investigators. The case
is likely to trial in Trier in a few
months from now.”
The trial is expected to hear from
over 100 witnesses including Xennt
and his sons Xyonn and Yennoah.
An undercover investigator who
worked at the bunker as a gardener
will also give evidence.
Evidence around encrypted
phones and the ‘high-security app’
is likely to be heard.
Mitchell — who was known in the
bunker as ‘Mr Green’ — is believed
to have invested in the project as a
‘pension plan’ so he could legitimise
his money and bequeath it to his
wide circle of offspring.
Xennt has told police that ‘Mr
Green’ visited him only a few times
but the massive case file
dedicates hundreds of pages to the illusive Irishman
and portrays him as the
real boss of the organisation.
In 2017, German investigators admit they lost
sight of Mitchell and the
chief public prosecutor
says there is “no probable
cause” to prove he headed
it up despite suspicions
that he had funded
the purchase of
the bunker and
was Xennt’s
boss.

Police
}claim

Mitchell
may have
been
involved in
a Kinahan
cartel
murder
in
2014~
ARRESTED:
Darknet boss
Herman Xennt is
facing trial

PHONE DEALS CARTEL CALLS LINKED TO TONNES OF DRUGS SEE PAGES18&19
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THE caller asks if “the suits are
OK?”

At the other end of the line George
‘The Penguin’ Mitchell, international
godfather, says they are a “perfect
fit” and discusses the “substances
that change colour when exposed to
the sun”.
In code, the pair go on to discuss the
“situation in Ireland”.

In another call, police hear Mitchell talking
about the “boxes of oranges in Malaga” and
discussing how to get to a bank to pay for them.
He tells an unidentified caller that 700 “boxes
of oranges” should be in the warehouse, but a
third party will still need 800 boxes.
Officers do not believe the man nicknamed
‘The Penguin’ was actually buying oranges,
but instead using the term as code for cocaine,
which they believe he was buying in large quantities — up to 3 tonnes a time from Colombia.
German police files link Mitchell to a number of shipments, tonnes of drugs seized in
Brazil and in Spain, consignments smuggled
through Portugal and into Holland, guns
transported to Northern Ireland and heroin
and cocaine supplied across mainland Europe,
the UK and Ireland.
Amid the pages and pages of documents which
will form part of a trial in Germany in the
coming months, Mitchell’s secret life and crimes
are unravelled, but so too is his extraordinary
cunning that has won him the title of ‘the mysterious Mr Green’.
It was ‘Mr Green’ who appeared at an underground bunker hidden deep within Germany’s
picturesque Mosel Valley and who was placed
under surveillance as the activities there
became suspicious in 2015.

LUXURY
The bunker had been bought in 2013 by
Herman Xennt, an associate of Mitchell’s
from Holland and a self-professed lord of the
darknet. He registered it as a data centre and
moved his family in. Mitchell followed him to
Traben-Trarbach in September 2015 — shortly
after the murder of Gary Hutch in Spain.
Files indicate that Xennt slept underground
in a bed clad with black satin with a life-sized
figure of Marvel hero War Machine next to
his bed and an equally massive facehugger
figure from the Alien franchise.
Mitchell stayed in a luxury riverside apartment nearby and used Xennt’s son, Xyonn, as
his chauffeur.
While Xennt’s arrival to the town and his
shady background had raised eyebrows, it
was only when Mitchell showed up that the
local authorities took a closer look at what
was going on at the ‘data centre’.
Mitchell would later be described as the
lead figure in the darknet den, suspected of
facilitating online drug deals, money transfers and other fraudulent activities.
Sunday World sources, however, insist he was
instead an investor, whose retirement plan was
to own a vast encrypted communication system
which he would sell to his underworld associates.
Despite being the top target, Mitchell was the
only one to slip the net and will not be prosecuted for his involvement in the bunker. Instead,
his encrypted phone network is believed to
be one of 450 darknet facilities now seized by
cops who hope to crack the code that may lead
them right to the heart of his shady dealings.
The illusive Penguin, who hid away from
prying eyes for more than 20 years and who
fiercely protects himself from law enforcement
and media intrusion, has an uncanny knack of
waddling into the sunset while associates fall.

N

n Penguin
discusses
‘boxes of
oranges’ as
cops try to
crack drug
dealing code
n Godfather
had pension
plan to live
off funds
from sale of
encrypted
call system
He first slipped the net of Irish police in 1994
when he left Ireland for Amsterdam. Despite
being one of the first targets of the Criminal
Assets Bureau he was already gone before his
remaining wealth in Ireland was identified
and a lengthy court process began.
In Holland, he was caught with stolen computer parts and spent a brief spell behind
bars, but police have long suspected his real
business is in heroin and cocaine, which he
sells in Spain, Holland, the UK and Ireland.
Despite the fact that he is due to celebrate his
70th birthday next year, The Penguin has not
faced time for serious offences in the past decade
and has become ever more careful to keep one
step ahead of the law.
So careful is he when talking, that he
pumped almost €500,000 into a start-up
company hoping to develop a phone network
complete with a specially-created and secure
app so he and others could communicate, safe
in the knowledge that they would never be
answerable to the authorities.

DOUBLESPEAK
IN CODE: George
‘The Penguin’
Mitchell, snapped
by the Sunday
World in Germany,
uses BlackBerry
type phones (right)

German police files show that Mitchell
never lets his guard down when he speaks on
regular phone networks. All calls are carried
out in the code he has developed over decades
evading the law. He talks about “parking at
Starbucks”, his “children going to nightclubs
drinking champagne”, “dumping money”
and meeting “Colombian people” in Malaga.
Associates are referred to by nicknames like
‘Uncle’, ‘Slimeball’, ‘Pigeon man’, ‘Paco’, ‘Mo’
and ‘Crazy Horse’.

NETWORK
While under surveillance in Germany for
involvement in the darknet bunker, police
believe he was also conducting business
as normal. When 1.4 tonnes of compressed
cocaine was discovered on a shipment bound
from Colombia to Valencia in December 2015,
cops said it belonged to Mitchell.
The wiretaps paint a picture of how George
is always on the move — to meetings in Ma-

jorca and Ibiza, to see clients in Scandinavia,
Holland and Spain and how his network
transits the world at his bidding.
He talks at one point of ‘Paco’ who flies to
London, Cork and then back to Holland in
one day. Paco is ‘useful’, Mitchell remarks.
Mitchell swaps phones constantly — a German one today, a Spanish number tomorrow
and a Dutch one for later in the week. He rents
cars, arranges meetings, gets picked up in
airports by a network of chauffeurs, talks of
luring investors with big profit promises and
lending money to a close circle.
For his lover Khadiba Bouchiba, his former
secretary, he keeps the sweetest of his words.
Calling her his “princess” he arranges for her to be
picked up and looked after wherever she goes, for
her dog to be minded while she is on holidays and
for her money to be kept safe and well invested.
The Sunday World understands that the pair
have shared a simple Malaga apartment together for more than a decade but that Mitchell also
has a place in her native Tangiers. He extends

GAME OF
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SECRETS OF MITCHELL’S DARKNET DEN
BASE: The cyber bunker (right)
is located in the pretty Mosel
Valley in Germany

450 €17k
Mitchell’s encrypted
phone
network is believed to
be
one of 450 darknet
facilities
now seized by cops

the
The maintenance of
is
secret cyber bunker0 a
estimated at €17,00
alone
month for electricit y

SHADYSITE

CONTACTS:
Mitchell using
one of his
many phones

his kindness to her family. When her daughter
arrives in Spain he has her picked up in a red
car suitable for a comfortable drive.
His wife, Rebecca Shannon, still lives in
Amsterdam, along with daughter Rachel, but
he has other offspring in Holland and Spain, as
well as Ireland and the UK. Rachel regularly
phones but they largely talk about finances and
moving money around to various individuals.
With a named fixer in Spain he talks about
“sending Peter 6 across the bank”, to “send
five and five” and claims the “fitness program
and everything is fine”.
As Mitchell continues to operate on the suspicion
his calls are being tapped, he urges all his contacts
to get up on encrypted phones and gives them tutorials on how to get the codes activated. They go
by names like ‘Mister Matrix’ and ‘Fashion Boss’.
The most complex language, police believe,
is saved for cocaine and heroin shipments.
One conversation officers believe related to
cocaine went as follows: “Hello. I just found
the oranges ... And what happened is that: he

RAIDED: The
entrance to the
bunker in
Traben-Trarbach

got 700 boxes of oranges and...and it’s in the
right place. And he needs another 350 to do a
full load. So...I know it’s not that easy.”
Mitchell talks about encrypted phones saying: “All my friends use it, everyone. There
will be no problems. A very large company is
currently using it. And someone is trying to
get them into the Tunisian government. Right
now we urgently need programmers, but the
outlines are top notch. Because everyone can
make an app, but it’s very, very complicated.”

FUNDS
Mitchell seemed hopeful about his new company which will sell the phones, the app and
charge a rental for the bunker service but was
frustrated with his business partner Xennt.
“I tell you I’m at an intersection and it’s a
lot of light at the end of the tunnel. But the
problem is, the tunnel is so damn long, right?”
Towards the end of 2016, when German police
were intent on taking down The Penguin, the

recordings show he is concerned about two things
— the possibility of a ‘rat’ in the bunker and his
business partner’s lack of financial experience.
In a conversation with his lover, Bouchiba,
he talks of apartments and villas in Tangier
and whether to sell or buy, but the pair discuss
Xennt’s behaviour with the funds which he deposits and withdraws without consulting either.
Investigation notes detail how the couple
believe Xennt is using their investment to fund
the maintenance of his bunker — estimated at
€17,000 a month for electricity alone.
The files show how Bouchiba had asked
Xennt to transfer her share to her account
while Mitchell complains that he will try to
claim money he brought in as his own.
“Xennt is not a businessman, but only a
technician, but you can’t make money that
way,” they conclude, complaining that there
is “no money in the cash register”.
Over the course of the conversation they
agree that Xennt steals money to pay bills for
the bunker and that he didn’t have a business

plan. Despite the massive wealth that police
believe he has accrued over a lifetime in
organised crime, Mitchell complains that he
was stung for €100 for petrol.
The Penguin later rings his lover to tell her
€3,000 has gone missing from his German
apartment. In a final conversation, Mitchell
suggests there is a “spy” in the bunker.
Within weeks of their chat, Mitchell falls off the
German police radar, never showing up again at
Traben-Trarbach. Despite his wily ability to speak
in code and his cunning sixth-sense warning to
stay away from Xennt, Mitchell did continue to
sell his encrypted phone network — believed to
be one of the 450 servers discovered in the bunker
when it was eventually raided.
The Penguin may have slipped out of a
prosecution in relation to the running of the
bunker, but an ever bigger prize may await law
enforcement yet as they attempt to break the
codes and unravel the conversations he never
wanted heard — the ones where no oranges
are mentioned.

PHONES
WHEEL DEAL MITCHELL’S LINK TO HELLS ANGELS SEE PAGES 19&20
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GEORGE ‘The Penguin’
Mitchell was under surveillance as he met with top
members of the Hells Angels
and Bandidos motorbike
gangs as he flogged encrypted phone systems to
some of the world’s largest
criminal groups.

And in one bizarre episode,
Mitchell tried to convince an
associate linked to the gangs
— who was known to German
police for running prostitution rings — to invest money
in a green energy venture in
Ireland.

The crime godfather also made
connections with several international contacts, including suspected drug cartels in Colombia, as his
high-tech phone system went on
the market in 2016.

German police files reveal how
the system worked on BlackBerry
mobile phones and with a special
app which was developed in Poland
under the promise that communications would be impenetrable and
that each device was fitted with a
panic button which would delete all
data in an emergency.
Mitchell, who posed as the mysterious ‘Mr Green’ when he travelled
around Europe and beyond, met
with a Hells Angels president from
one of the German chapters, who
police believe introduced him to the
notorious Frank Armin Hanebuth on
the island of Majorca.
Hanebuth is the alleged leader of
the Hells Angels in Europe but has
lived on the Balearic island for the
past ten years, where he was arrested by Spanish police for the gang’s
involvement in racketeering, prostitution and other criminal activities.

Penguin’s
deals on
wheels...
LEADER

MEETING:
Frank Hanebuth is
believed to be the
notorious head of
the Hells Angels in

TECHNOLOGY
In 2013, when he was arrested, he
was living in a €2.5 million mansion
in Lloret de Vistalegre and had allegedly combined the forces of the
German and Turkish biker gangs.
The Hells Angels are believed to
have made millions in Germany by
extorting cash and forcing women
into prostitution.
Documents seen by the Sunday
World show how police believe that
a meeting between Hanebuth and
Mitchell was facilitated in 2016 and
that the Penguin made a number of
trips to both Majorca and Ibiza to
see the bikers.
Surveillance records also indicate that Mitchell may have sold
the encrypted phone technology
to criminals in Colombia in the
Medellin region.
It was there, in 2017, that his
pal Joe ‘Packie’ Moore (55) from
Ballyfermot, south Dublin, was
discovered naked, strangled and
bound in bubble wrap after allegedly
travelling there to smooth over some
business with cocaine suppliers.
In files to be placed before the
courts in Germany, it is revealed that
Mitchell and his ‘Finance Minister’,
who was based in Malaga, were
talking about investing in various
projects — including €700,000 in
the Traben-Trarbach data centre.
Files detail how the pair discussed investments in servers in Venezuela, waste
water in Canada and gold in the United
Arab Emirates, Laos, Dubai and Katra.
They chatted about investments in
platinum in Belgium, oil in Colombia
and respiratory masks for health
authorities in China and Indonesia.
Road machines in Nigeria, blue chip
shares in the City of London and
swimming pools in Asia are also
discussed in conversations collated
by the German police.
In an insight into The Penguin’s

MITCHELL’S BID TO FLOG IRISH
DEAL TO HELLS ANGEL CONTACT
enormous money laundering empire, the pair were also detailed
as speaking about investments in
a ‘green energy’ project in Ireland
which benefited from State changes
to emissions.
But it is Mitchell’s meetings with
the biker gangs which are of the
most interest to German authorities.
Motorcycle gangs, including the

Bandidos and the Hells Angels, are
considered a national threat in 17 EU
states, according to a Europol report.
Mitchell’s main contact to the
gangs is described as a master of
organised prostitution in Germany.
The pair were first collated when
they did business over the transfer
of a truck from France to Germany
and later Mitchell was followed as he

met his contact in Frankfurt. It was
there in a café that Mitchell tried
to tempt him with an unbeatable
investment opportunity in Ireland.
Undercover investigators heard him
describe the ‘€4.5 billion’ energy project
that had an “unreal profit margin”. He
ended the conversation by naming an
individual in Ireland suspected of being
a money launderer.

Later, officers realised that Mitchell’s contact was using the encrypted
app as he looked for an email address
for registration. Weeks later, the
contact tells Mitchell that his Hells
Angel associate is on the island of
Ibiza and will meet. The biker also
had Mitchell’s app. They met again
back in Germany along with Xennt
and discussed the Hells Angels
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BIKERS SNAP UP ENCRYPTED SYSTEM

CRIME SCEN E
GRISLY DEATH: The
naked body of Joe
‘Packie’ Moore (right)
was found in Medellin,
Colombia after he was
strangled and bound

}He told his

lover: ‘It went
well, the project
will be larger
than that in
China’~

taking on the BlackBerry phones and
using the app. By the end of the summer
Mitchell and his contact travelled again to
Ibiza on a Eurowings flight from Cologne
— with The Penguin picking up the tab.
Police files believe that it is at this point
that Mitchell likely had his meeting with
Hanebuth. He flew back to the small
German airport of Weeze where he was
observed getting a taxi with one of the
workers from the bunker.
A month later at the Delicious restaurant in Berlin, Mitchell, accompanied by
his ‘Minister for Finance’, had another
meeting and agreed to meet the Hells
Angel representatives in the Hyatt Hotel.
The files suggest that Mitchell, accompanied by Xennt, were likely discussing

encryption technology.
At the Hyatt, monitored phone calls registered instructions from Mitchell to buy
cheap Android phones from China for the
app. He later told his contact that the meeting went well and he would be furnishing a
computer and 10 phones to the Hells Angels
representative. There would be another
meeting to secure much larger sales.
The Penguin later called his partner
Khadija Bouchiba and told her: “It went
well, the project will be larger than that
in China.”
The investigation papers say that while
investigators cannot make factual conclusions they believe that Mitchell sold the
system to the Hells Angels and customers
in Bogota and Medellin.

INSIDE THE
PENGUIN’S
SECRET
CYBER
BUNKER
ONLYINNEXTWEEK’S
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Drive-by priest
gives Easter
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KILLER DWYER’S
NEW ‘GIRLFRIEND’
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‘MR BIG’
ORDERED
LAWLOR
HIT
GRIM:
Nicola
Tallant at
the scene
of the crime
where
Lawlor was
gunned
down and
(above)
‘Mr Big’
who
ordered
the murder

n Dublin crime boss
offered to clear debt if
Robbie was whacked

GANGSTER:
Murdered
Robbie Lawlor

n Gangster Ger Dundon
was standing next to thug
as he was gunned down
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MURDERED:
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THE drug boss ‘Mr Big’ is
suspected of being behind
the intricate planning of the
murder of hitman Robbie
Lawlor in a Belfast estate
last weekend.
Lawlor was shot dead as he
arrived in Ardoyne, a notorious Republican stronghold, to
collect a stolen Mercedes car
he had bought from a known
drug dealer who investigators
believe owed a debt to ‘Mr Big’.

The hitman who fled to a waiting
getaway car has yet to be identified and the gun has not been
found – but detectives believe that
more than €50k crossed the border
this week to pay criminals in Belfast for their role in the complex
murder plot.

Lawlor’s pal Ger Dundon, who he
befriended in prison, was standing
beside him when he was killed. He
immediately contacted associates
of Lawlor and his brother Wayne
Dundon in Portlaoise jail to tell him
what had happened.

SHOOTING
He claims he knew nothing about
the murder plot but had arranged
to meet Lawlor in Ardoyne, where a
number of cars were to be collected
and driven south.
Gardaí are now investigating whether
Wayne and John Dundon opportunistically tried to claim the hit to collect a
€50k bounty from the Maguire faction of
the Drogheda feud, who along with ‘Mr
Big’ were trying to kill Lawlor.
Wayne Dundon contacted the
Maguire mob within 24 hours of the
shooting to look for a fee. The gang
is headed by paralysed boss Owen
Maguire who survived a murder
attempt by Lawlor in 2018 which left
him with catastrophic injuries. It is
understood he was in celebratory
mood and immediately agreed to pay
out the cash.

THUG

GUNNED
DOWN: Brutal
gangland hitman
Robbie Lawlor

n GANGLAND BOSS LINKED
TO THE MURDER OF HITMAN
n €50K PAID TO CRIMINALS
FOR THEIR ROLE IN KILLING
The money, in thousand-euro bundles, was nabbed by gardaí in Portlaoise after the bagman entrusted
with the cash went on a booze binge
with the loot in his car boot, causing
panic in the ranks when he couldn’t
be located.
The setback allowed gardaí to mobilise surveillance on the Maldron
Hotel in the town where they arrested
Dundon moll Ciara Lynch and an
associate who arrived to pick up the
bounty. Both were released without
charge but a file is being prepared
for the DPP.

The extraordinary circumstances
around the murder are expected to
create further tensions in the bitter
Drogheda feud with the Maguire faction
now pitted against the Dundons, who
they believe double-crossed them.
Officers have not ruled out the
possibility that the Dundons had
made an alliance with ‘Mr Big’ and
were working with him, but so far no
evidence has emerged of those links.
‘Mr Big’ is one of the most important
figures in Irish gangland. He runs
a major drug outfit and is seen as a
highly intelligent criminal.

He was behind the murder
of Real IRA boss Alan Ryan
and his brother Vinnie Ryan,
who had both attempted to
extort money from him.
Despite the fact that he
has a ruthless reputation, he is rarely involved in
unnecessary
feuding as
he believes it
ARRESTED AND
is bad
for
RELEASED:
Ger Dundon

business.
Lawlor came on his radar
when he shot dead Ken Finn
in 2018 in Coolock. Finn was
a gunman who worked for ‘Mr
Big’ but was also his friend.
Gardaí believe that ‘Mr Big’
was owed €50k by the drug
dealer in Ardoyne who had also
been supplying Lawlor with
stolen cars.
Lawlor is understood to
have visited the dealer in
recent weeks to collect
thousands in sterling
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IG SEND-OFF
PROBE:
Police at the
scene of the
shooting in
Ardoyne

SCENE

SHOCKING:
Crime journalist
Nicola Tallant at
the spot where
Lawlor died

he said he was owed and was putting
pressure on him for more money.
The dealer is understood to have
strong links to convicted criminal
Barry Young, from Sligo, who is involved in the drugs trade in the north
west and in Belfast but had also been
buying off ‘Mr Big’, unbeknownst to
Lawlor.
While officers from the PSNI and
members of the Garda Síochána are
still trying to establish exactly what
happened on Saturday, they believe
the Belfast-based drug dealer had
given details of Lawlor’s expected

arrival in Ardoyne to ‘Mr Big’. They
believe he hired a professional hitman
to lie in wait.
The shooting on Etna Drive, which
happened minutes before midday,
was quick and efficient and the gunman escaped in a car that had been
stolen in the Republic on January
30. Detective Chief Inspector Peter
Montgomery of the PSNI said that
a white VW Scirrocco car was found
burnt-out in nearby Kingston Court.
It had been parked in Estoril Park the
day before the murder at 10am.
Officers who were first on the scene

arrested Ger Dundon, a 17-year-old
associate and another Limerick criminal who had travelled with him to
Belfast, but all three were released
unconditionally.
The drug dealer suspected of involvement in the set-up was arrested later this
week and is being quizzed by the PSNI.
Forensic officers are still combing a
house at Etna Drive for any evidence
which may aid the investigation but
sources say it is likely that the hitman
was a professional killer who carried
out a swift and clean murder leaving
no evidence behind.

Gardaí and
}
PSNI believe
that gang
boss ‘Mr Big’
hired a
professional
hitman to lie
in wait for
Lawlor~
Underworld sources say a ‘pot’ of
money was created for the bounty
on Robbie Lawlor with a number of
interested parties happy to pay up.
It is believed that a paramilitary
group has offered protection to an
older relative of the Belfast dealer
whose home was targeted in retaliation. They also claim associates of
Lawlor are hell-bent on revenge for
his killing and that Belfast is braced
for a wave of gangland violence.
Lawlor had only been released from jail
last December after he was acquitted on
charges of threatening his ex partner. He

SHOT DEAD: Kenneth Finn

had been held in custody pending trial
and it was during his time behind bars
that he became a close pal of Ger Dundon.
The 34-year-old, who is the youngest
of the Dundon brothers, had been
serving a sentence relating to a firearms offence and was only released
himself from jail in recent months.
He and Lawlor had been knocking
around together ever since.
It is understood those closest to
Lawlor do not believe Dundon was
involved in double-crossing his pal
but, for the Garda, the jury is still out.

COPS FEAR A NEW WAVE OF GANGLAND VIOLENCE – SEE PAGES 18 & 19
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EXCLUSIVE
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CRIME JOURNALIST OF THE YEAR

MOB boss Daniel Kinahan
has been crowned the
Poison Prince of the Middle
East after promising to
flood the oil rich nations
with US boxing dollars.

DONEDEAL
ADVISOR ROLE:
Boxing giant
Bob Arum with
Daniel Kinahan

But as his friends come out
fighting against his toxic
reputation as the head of the
‘murderous’ Kinahan Organised Crime Gang, senior law
enforcement sources say he
has made a final, fatal error
in believing his own lies.

In an extraordinary week,
Kinahan was named as the new advisor to a sport company backed by
Bahrain’s royal family and named
by US boxing giant Bob Arum as
the powerbroker fixing the biggest
match in history between Tyson
Fury and Anthony Joshua.
But instead of being able to enjoy
his new-found fame, Kinahan and
his army of devotees have had to put
the gloves on to insist that he prizefight material – and to distance him
from his drug dealing empire and
from the 15 murders in Dublin in
the past five years that have come on
the back of the Kinahan-Hutch feud.
Cheerleader Sandra Vaughan,
the businesswoman who bought
his MTK business and claimed she
had cut all business ties with the
mob boss, says Ireland should be
proud of him.

FAMILY
Vaughan, who threatened legal
action on anyone who linked her
business with Kinahan, said Ireland
should be proud of the mob boss and
recognise that he is making boxing
history.
“I want to explain the situation
about who he is to me. I’ve known
him for 20 years. I am personal
friends with his wife [gangland widow Caoimhe Robinson]. My husband
Danny is great friends with him. I
know the kids and they are a credit
to him. They are an amazing family
and anyone that knows him knows
how he is an astute businessman.
“I would go to him for advice on
anything and have done so, not just
about MTK, but also about other
business interests I have had. Even
though he is a lot younger than me he
is a lot wiser than I am.
“Whether the Irish media like
it or not, he is now one of the most
powerful men in boxing and combat
sport. They really need to suck it up.
They write about crazy stuff and
it’s insane. They are going to have to
acknowledge at some point that people like Bob Arum and the Prince
of Bahrain... that it all happens
because of Daniel Kinahan. At some
point, would you not be proud that
someone from inner-city Dublin is
sitting at a table with that level of
the organisation?
Vaughan goes on to state: “He is
making history, making fights. He
is amongst all that. Would you not
be proud of that? That someone out

n Kinahan vows to bring millions into UAE from
boxing audience revenue but police are on alert
of the inner city has made a huge
success. That is a fact.”
Vaughan, the former ‘Fake Bake’
tan queen, said that Ireland was a
law unto itself and that she had to
set out her position for the Irish in
an ‘idiots guide’.
The interview was screened on
iFLTV, a streaming channel for her
company MTK.
During the conversation she ad-

mitted that Daniel Kinahan had
brought boxing giant Tyson Fury to
MTK — but claimed that no money
exchanged hands and that the drug
boss had introduced them for free.

JOKE
“Daniel is an advisor to Bob Arum,
that’s the reason we [MTK] manage
to get dates for ESPN. He gave me
the introduction to Top Rank [Ar-

um’s promotion company]. He wants
MTK to do well. He was founder but
all that was taken away from him.
He has stepped away, he is his own
person.”
Vaughan said that the Irish media
reporting on Daniel Kinahan is a
“standing joke”.
This week in the Special Criminal
Court Daniel’s ‘Kinahan Organised
Crime Group’ (KOCG) was named

as a ‘murderous’ organised crime
outfit which had directed a planned
assassination on Gerry ‘the Monk’
Hutch’s brother Patsy, which was
busted by cops.
The KOCG has been named a
number of times in Irish courts
as being at the very top of global
organised crime and being responsible for massive drug and weapons
importation into Ireland.
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Kinahan has
}
made the fatal

Whether the
}
Irish media like
it or not he is
now one of the
most powerful
men in boxing
and combat
sport. They
really need to
suck it up~

error now of
believing his own
hype.. He has
lost touch with
reality – he
believes he
deserves this~

BIG BUSINESS:
Bob Arum with
boxer Tyson Fury,
who is set to fight
Anthony Joshua

GREAT PALS:
Daniel Kinahan
with former
professional
fighter Matthew
Macklin (right).
The former boxer
has no involvement in crime

SUPPORTER
INTERVIEW:
Sandra Vaughan
is now the CEO of
MTK, founded
by Kinahan

n Supporters clamour to distance him from drug
empire and murders associated with Hutch feud
Kinahan was himself named
during the murder trial of his friend
James Quinn of having ordered the
shooting of Gary Hutch in Spain
in 2015.
Quinn was jailed for more than 20
years and was described as Kinahan’s personal hitman.
But despite Kinahan’s well-publicised involvement in the criminlal
underworld, Vaughan said that the

negative media coverage in Ireland
is too negative. “They [media] are
the butt of Irish jokes. That is why
people make jokes about the Irish,”
she said.

FURORE
“They even contradict themselves.
It’s not journalism. When I first took
over I found the Irish [media] was too
negative and it took up too much of

my time. We are too busy for that.”
In a recent interview, legendary
fight promoter Arum said he admired
Kinahan, who he referred to as ‘The
Captain’ and said his influence in the
sport was “tremendous because people
trust him”.
But behind the furore and the
headlines many believe that Kinahan has made a huge mistake in
promising to bring an avalanche

of US dollars in audience revenue
to Bahrain and the United Arab
Emirates in pay per view fight extravaganzas.
Sources say he has unwittingly unleashed a fresh wave of war against
him as police forces, including the
US Drug Enforcement Agency, vow
to redouble their efforts now things
have become political.
Kinahan remains the top target of

the Irish Drugs and Organised Crime
Bureau and other European police
forces who have been hampered in
their efforts at returning him to
face justice from the United Arab
Emirates.
A senior source said: “Kinahan has
made the fatal error now of believing
his own hype.
“He has surrounded himself with
people on his payroll who have to
agree with everything he says.
“He has lost touch with reality. He
believes he deserves this and that
everything that has gone before
should be set aside.
“It doesn’t work that way. The DEA
have really sat up and taken notice
now. Watch this space.”

KINAHAN RISES FROM THE ASHES IN THE FIGHT GAME SEE PAGES 20&21
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IN the summer of 2013 the
Sunday World sent a team
into the heart of Kinahan
Cartel HQ, then located in
the south of Spain.

The mission was to uncover
how the Irish mob had risen
from the ashes following a
multi-agency offensive known
as ‘Operation Shovel’.

Carried out in a blaze of publicity three years previously, it
was widely claimed the police
bust had brought an end to their
reign as one of the leading drugs
and weapons suppliers in Europe.

It’s hard to believe it is just seven
years since we stood on the outskirts
of the millionaire’s playground of
Puerto Banus on the Costa del Sol
and gazed curiously at what looked
like an underground car park.
Our investigations had brought us
to what we would later discover was
the beginning of Daniel Kinahan’s
dream, one that has been dashed
and rebuilt and which now seems
to be almost within reach. The car
park was in fact MGM — a small
gym which would rise to global
prominence in a few short years.
Our investigation in 2013 bore
fruit. We photographed the ‘Dapper
Don’, Christy Kinahan, eating fish
at a waterside sushi bar, we linked
his mob to some big international
players and even wrote how they had
a direct line to the Columbia cartels.
They were becoming a monster, we
warned.

CELEBRITY
Daniel’s gym, which he would later
proudly say he founded with the
boxer Matthew Macklin – who has no
involvement in crime – seemed like
an aside, a hobby for the privileged
son of the ageing drug lord.
Daniel liked to box himself and
would often take to the ring in front
of crowds attending MGM-sponsored white-collar charity events.
Everyone cheered no matter how
he performed.
Things didn’t look so silly as the
reputaion of MGM grew and began
to host a range of boxing and sporting stars at the facility.
They courted celebrity, with
everyone from former world champ
Frank Bruno to innocent boxers like
Katie Taylor, invited to go and train
at the gym.
Boxer after boxer signed up, tempted
by the money, the opportunities and
the lifestyle that no other promoter
could afford to offer them.
Then in 2016 it all went wrong.
Just as Kinahan was about to make
his name as a boxing promoter before his gym’s first Irish homecoming – entitled Clash of the Clans – an
old foe re-surfaced ruined it all.
On a February afternoon in the
Regency Hotel the sound of gunshots signalled the end of Daniel’s
dream as he shot to international
stardom for all the wrong reasons.
Images of mob lieutenant David
Byrne’s bullet-ridden body went
out across the world as his body lay
slumped in the hotel reception, a
victim of an internal dispute that
had broken out within the gang and
had already resulted in the murder
of Kinahan’s one-time best friend,
Gary Hutch.
A Spanish court would later hear
the hitman used in that shooting
was ordered by Daniel Kinahan to
carry out the assassination.
In the mayhem that followed, the
Sunday World reported murder after
murder as the Kinahan mob doled
out bloody and brutal revenge for
the botched murder attempt by
Hutch associates.
But while the anger of Daniel
Kinahan played out on the streets of
Dublin, his dreams were shattered in

ROUND TWO FO

DANIEL’S
BROKEN
DREAMS
n Regency Hotel
shooting halted
dreams of making
it big with MGM
gym in Marbella

CUFFED:
Daniel
Kinahan was
arrested in
Spain in 2010

n Kinahan slipped
into shadows as
business bought
by tan queen ...
but now he’s back
a way he could never have imagined
as his name became toxic to the sport
that he loved and to the company he
had nurtured into a giant.
MGM soon changed name to MTK
and it was finally announced that
Kinahan had stepped away and had
sold his baby to the highest bidder
— a businesswoman called Sandra
Vaughan who once headed Fake Bake
tanning products.

Vaughan was no stranger as she
was married to Danny Vaughan,
Kinahan’s top trainer in Marbella
and one of his best friends.

SHADOWS
As Spanish police raided the
Puerto Banus premises, Kinahan
headed for Dubai where he was
given refuge by authorities in the
United Arab Emirates.

MTK refinanced and the company, now alleged to be operating
completely independently, followed
out to Dubai where it was registered
in a new HQ.
As Kinahan remained in the
shadows, terrified to leave Dubai
and fully aware that there would
be no more chances should a hitman
get near, MTK continued to grow at
an eye watering rate.

By last year, 100 boxers, including
some of our best-known Irish stars,
were signed up to the company.
All were careful not to mention
Daniel Kinahan on their social
media and MTK sent out a raft of
letters threatening legal action
should anyone suggest he was still
part of the company.
US boxing great Bob Yalen was
hired. He denied Daniel Kinahan

